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exercise:every 3-manifold has a

Heegaard splittirig



anotherway to build M

1, -> gxI <- He

Egx(0) Igx()
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onlyneed to saywhere red and blue curvesgo
since can gloe "thickand disks"along able of

curres
what is left isa 3-ball

only one way to
do this

Left:a Heegaard diagram (ofgenusg) isa surface Ig (ofgenusg)
and two collections 2and B st.

1) Iis a collection ofa simple, closed, disjoint,
[

non-self-intersecting curves on Eg
I

=(X,...,g) St., ...,Cg are lin



independentinH. (Ig,E)
2) B L -
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exercise:attaching thickened disks (2-shandles)

along ..... results inboundarys
off ,

... ag are lin.idep. inH,(Ig)



Remark:

is can alwaysreparameterine Eg so one set

ofcurves is standard.

T
2) any 3-manifold admitsmany regard

splittings
!

every 3-manifold admits a leegaard
splitting (diagram)
Ia setof teegaard moves St.

any two Heegaard splittings are
related by some sequence of teegaard moves

example

its
her

exercise Thisis((p,9)



let Y be a 3-manifold () Heegaard diagram
(g,5,p)

g copies
ne

Consider Sym(5g) =2gx ...x Es/59
e I

symmetricgroup
setof unordered
g-tuples ofpoints on Eg

I =4,x ...x 4g <SymY(zg)
↑

set of unorderedg-tuples (y, ..., *g)
seteach vi lieson districtj

4 =B, x ...ygcsym9(2g)

Exercise:Sym (Eg) isa mg-dimillmanifold

locally looks like Sym"(e)
L

1, ...,(g) -> (E-x,. . . . (z -xg)
11

29+b, -,z91... +b,z +b.



look atin p

exampI:

⑤ genus I
trivial

example:genus 2⑰sym"(22)

exercise:symF(22) =5 *#Gp2
[Abel-Jacobi]

Dr. Is are it'sinhere

what are in. I



A B D
0 0

o
⑧·De-- -&... 0

the points of 15sare g-tuples (x., ..., xg)
St. each ti is on a distinct 2;

each to
I Pk

one pointmustbe 1 (since are blue only has D)

other pointcan'tbe ((since red curve already
used by D)

so get (A, D) and (B,D)

IF =

span,Tan Tp3



Whitney disk is ..., Xy)
- ->(, .. . ,4g)

deff:let,
a Whitneydisk from * to y
is a continuous map

4:D
-Sym([g)

i
Ve ⑧ 174( - i) =x

↓(i) =Y< 2) P(Ur) cTa

·-i 4(Ve)

given 2,4 denote i2 1x,y):homotopyclasses of
Whitner disks to



vani⑮
Tz(A, B) =41 disk3

+z(x,B) =3(disk) Fe(x,y) =32 disks
Te others =$ T2y,x) =0

examples:genus-2 portion ofdiagram is

ot B -S
-

generators:(A, D), (B.C)
-& ⑧

H
C D X I



letr =reflectionthrough center of square
D =3 (x,rx)) xin above square] <Sym(2)

thiscontains an are a from I toy ca
L

1 b from I to 7 < π


